Nowadays, energy saving in the use of information technologies is a very important issue both from the economic and sustainability point of view. Many scientists investigate methods to save energy at different application levels (cloud: i.e. architectures, grid: i.e. middlewares and frameworks and hardware management: i.e. operating systems) and many of them agree on the strategy of executing programs, processes or virtual machines only using the time and resources that are strictly necessary. For this, it is necessary to plan strategies for deployment and relocation of processes; but always taking into account hardware repercussions and the knowledge of the architecture and applications behavior. On the other hand, it has already been demonstrated that the use of microservices brings numerous advantages in availability and efficiency; but we do not find many jobs that exploit this technique on the energy level. In this article, we present the architecture of a middleware for distributed microservices-based applications, which allows any negotiation-based scheduling algorithm to duplicate or move microservices from one device to another in a non-centralized way for energy savings, taking into account the consumption characteristics of the microservices and the capabilities that the hardware components offer.
I. INTRODUCTION
Currently, energy saving has become a very important factor. Green computing scientists, normally base the incentive of their jobs in (1) the cost generated by spending energy and (2) the serious problem of sustainability that our planet has. We consider that both represent very serious problems. For example, the Office of Scientific and Technical Information of the USA points out that the data center sector was estimated to have consumed about 61 billion kilowatt/hours (kWh) in 2006 (1.5 percent of total U.S. electricity consumption) for a total electricity cost of about $4.5 billion (2006 dollars). The electricity use of the nation's servers and data centers in 2006 was more than double the electricity that was estimated to have been consumed for this purpose in 2000 [1] . On the other hand, attending to sustainability and using the same idea, carbon emissions have grown and will continue to grow exponentially in the following years, seriously deteriorating our planet.
These reasons have inspired many computer scientists to develop methods that allow cloud and grid designers to be aware of the energy they spend in each of their operations.
They argue that cloud administrators should have policies and tools to optimize their services in execution operations [2] [3] [4] , by analyzing variables like, the natural environment in which the data centers are located and correctly studying customers' real needs.
From other points of view, energy can also be saved by moving the modules of distributed applications or virtual machines through the nodes of a network, in such a way that some of the hardware's features are exploited [5] [6] [7] [8] . In this last approach, computer scientist found the relationship between the load of node devices and the running processes. With this, a software module could be moved or stoped with the aim of allowing (1) a CPU to turn off its cores or decrease its frequency [8] [9] [10], (2) Decrease disk access [11] [12] and (3) eventually turn off or suspend the entire node [6] .
Finally other types of work focus on energy savings through the energetic analysis of programming languages in some operating system [13] and their repercussions at instruction level [14] . Thus, we classify energy saving techniques on three different levels in two main moments: In Figure 1 , we show three levels of execution of techniques for energy saving: Cloud, data center and node. On each of these three levels, the design moment and the deployment of applications are taken into account to apply control or execution techniques. As it's possible to see, most work concentrate their efforts on saving energy from the perspective of an administrator. There are no inspiring statistics focusing in users contexts (For example, the relationship between user's applications and the deterioration of smartphones batteries) and there are not many works that talk about the possibility of saving energy by studying the conception and deployment of applications from the user's point of view.
We already proposed a middleware capable of managing user applications based on microservices [15] . This middleware is based on Kalimucho, which uses the "Osagaia" container to start, stop, move or duplicate microservices through user devices [16] .
In order to design and develop it, first, we differentiated the microservices that can be moved (in order to release processing load) or duplicated (allowing to distribute the load of an operation in different devices to free transfer rate or use of cpu) without altering the user's experience. Then, we demonstrated that if an application is conceived from the point of view of microservices, it is possible to apply some of the load balancing techniques mentioned above for energy saving.
Kaligreen [15] allows the communication and negotiation among users' common devices (laptops, smartphones, etc.), installing in each of these, a special microservice in charge of monitoring the CPU frequency, amount of used ram, use of the network and of the internal storage . If these values represent an inefficient load condition (i.e. overloading of any of this components) affecting the efficient use of energy, or mainly causing battery problem, the device's monitoring microservice will send a light vector with the load that it wishes to transfer (that is, what the heaviest microservice consumes) in order to find some generous devices. On the other hand, if a device is not being used enough, it can use the vector to propose others to send to it some load if necessary. This negotiation is applied iteratively every certain amount of time, in such a way that the load distribution is sensitive to new changes caused by the user (opening or closing applications) and at the same time, this produces the greatest possible energy savings.
Finally, after having applied the load balancing algorithm, we demonstrate that the final consumption of a device is optimized and that the applications that run on devices with batteries, can survive longer without being connected to electricity. Now we go further: To save energy (even at cloud and grid level), it is logically necessary to optimally use all the hardware components, in such a way that they are only used at a time and intensity that is really necessary while understanding its capabilities, behaviour and opportunities. In this article we will use this knowledge to design a middleware that is as aware of the hardware features as possible. This will allow filtering those microservices (in order to reduce scheduling complexity and increase efficiency) that we consider candidates to be treated (moved or duplicated) in relation to the opportunities that each hardware component offers, so that then, these candidates are categorized and ordered according to their consumption characteristics. With this, any distributed scheduling algorithm (which we will implement in our next work) will be able to operate based on intelligent and complete negotiations between the user devices for energy saving.
Thereby, in Section II, we found out which are the most important hardware devices to take into account to analyze the energy consumption in a node/server/user device. In Sections III, IV and V, we will explain the opportunities that each of these hardware devices offers for the best control of energy consumption. In Section VI we propose our proposal middleware architecture. Finally, in Section VII we expose our conclusions and future works.
II. MOST ENERGY-EXPENSIVE HARDWARE COMPONENTS
In order to save energy at a computational level, no matter the level of abstraction, it is necessary to study the consumption of each of the installed devices' components. The question is: Is it necessary to study all these components when designing middlewares (i.e. motherboard, CPU, video card, network card, RAM, etc)?. For us, this will depend on the middleware's goal.
In the context of cloud and data centers, for example, the CPU is one of the main agents of energy consumption. There is a consumption relationship between the CPU, RAM and other components such as the video card or the motherboard (This last components are understood as constants directly proportional to the use of the CPU) [8] . This analysis can also be done by taking into account the daily execution time [6] . On the other hand, in the context of a host, consumption relations have been demonstrated between processing (high efficiency and idle state) and the transfer rate [17] (use of the network) and between the consumption of an entire system and the proper use of storage devices [18] .
We believe that all the devices mentioned are important, since they also offer interesting features and opportunities for saving energy in the context of a user's daily life. However, we will also take into account the type of application that is being addressed. Thereby, in the following sections we will analyze the opportunities that the CPU, network devices and storage devices offer for energy saving which can also be exploited from the perspective of our middleware.
III. CPU ANALYSIS
The CPU is one of the components with the fastest evolution, since there are always improvements in physical size, frequency, cache, energy consumption, etc. To understand how the CPU consumes electrical power, it is necessary to study the relationship between its way of operating and the amount of voltage / amperage expended. Thus, to measure its power consumption, SPEC CPU2017 [19] performs stress operations while studying the use of voltage and amperage according to the type of benchmark. On the other hand, SpeedStep [20] shows the relationship between the clock frequency and the energy consumed. Logically then, to save energy (even from the middlewares' perspective) at the CPU level, it is necessary to work with the proper frequency in the proper time, intelligently using the opportunities that processors offer and that we explain below:
A. Automatic overclocking techniques (Performance boosting technologies
In an attempt to increase their efficiency, CPU designers try to raise each core's processing frequency. The challenge is to do it using the least amount of energy possible (and thus, save battery for example) and generating as little heat as possible. One of the ways to do this is by making the CPU work at non energy expensive frequencies in normal conditions and only raise them (i.e. overlocking) when necessary without any user/configuration intervention. Examples of this technique is Intel Turbo Boost [21] , or AMD Turbo Core [22] . For us it is important to understand this feature since it allows: (1) our middleware to request the CPU at maximum processing loads at prudent moments in a implicit or indirect way by applying load balancing algorithms and invoquing operating system configurations (2) and for us to conceive applications taking into account some energetical repercussions in the applications programming using techniques like CPU-multithreading [23] or other source code features [14] [24].
B. Automatic shutdown of CPU cores (PCPG)
On the other hand, as it is possible that the CPU automatically increases its frequency when a high processing capacity is needed, it is possible that it also turns off its cores automatically (users or developers are able to configure this) when they are not being used (e.g. Intel Atom CPU [25] ). Jacob Leverith et al. [9] demonstrated that using PCPG is up to 30% more efficient than using DVFS and we believe that this capability can also be used when designing middlewares by: (a) invoking specific operating system configurations, like the same author did by modifying task priorities through the "/proc/stat" file and (b) studying energy consumption models [8] [10] to design energy awareness load balancing algorithms or to design more energetically configurable applications.
C. Frequency reduction techniques invoked by software (DVFS)
Dynamically adjusting the CPU voltage and/or frequency is an opportunity to save energy (e.g.: SpeedStep [26] or AMD PowerNow [27] ), and there are several authors who have taken advantage of this feature in software development/research, by for example, relating I / O operations with ideal CPU frequencies [18] , modifying kernel governors [12] , studying energy impact and cpu frequencies equations to intelligently allocate virtual machines [5] and finding the relationship between the type of task and the clock cycles [8] .
We will explain in the next section, how we can take advantage of these characteristics in designing our middleware and in the conception of the applications that it will handle.
D. Middlewares and improvement opportunities
Many authors have developed middlewares with the aim of saving energy by focusing on the use of the CPU, exposing different points of view, such as analyzing/scheduling virtual machines [5] [28] [29] ; applying process load balancing algorithms between servers and establishing minimum allowed loads [6] ; finding the process/application and CPU consumption relationship to apply load balancing algorithms [30] [8] [13] [18] [29] [24] . These perspectives have shown good results. However, we also believe that in order to achieve a maximum level of energy savings at the CPU level in the context of a middleware, it is necessary not to omit any of the features mentioned above, since perfect energy savings will only occur when in complete awareness of energy expenditure of the hardware. In the particular case of our middleware, we argue that there are two types of information necessary to make good use (i.e. perform load balancing operations) of energy in cpu terms: (1) the energetical characteristics offered by the CPU and (2) how the application and its microservices were conceived. For this second point, we consider two important facts: (1) if a microservice needs to be executed persistently (like a daemon), or if it is a process that will disappear once its task has been completed (for example: analyzing an image); and (2) the impact that the microservice causes to the CPU. These characteristics allow Kaligreen V2 to opportunistically and naturally take advantage of the CPU characteristics previously shown, since CPU energetic characteristics implication is given according to the intensity and time with which they are invoked. Table I , we show our criteria for selecting microservices candidates to be moved/duplicated by Kaligreen V2, according to the CPU capabilities and to the microservices characteristics. The table shows, for example, that in the presence of a microservice that needs to be executed permanently (i.e. "persistent microservice") and that has a high computational cost, the middleware will evaluate moving it to a device that does not contain the boosting characteristic. On the other hand, Kaligreen V2 could try to move a microservice that does not have high consumption, when the CPU has the possibility to lower its frequency or turn off cores. This will be decided by the scheduling algorithm by studying the current load of the CPU and other important variables. At the end of the article we will show a heuristic in which we will use these relationships, after detailing the network device and hard disk features in the following sections.
It is important to note that the "high" or "low" criteria expressed in the table will be established according to the device in our next work, since it will depend on the criteria analyzed by a scheduling algorithm.
IV. THE NETWORK DEVICE ANALYSIS
Network devices are one of the most important agents of energy consumption, since regardless of the level of analysis (Section I: cloud, data-center or a single device), the sending of massive information influences the overall efficiency of the system and the level of charge of the network cards. While it is true that it is possible to be aware of the amount of energy expended by each network device in its different states thanks to descriptives jobs like the one done by Salvatore Chiaravalloti [31] , and it is possible to perform some basic operations of power management of network devices, such as putting them in sleep mode (e.g. automatic D'link green ethernet [32] ) or rate adaptation [33] ; we consider, that for the development of a middleware (even more for ours), it is better to leave the management of these capabilities to the operating system and the automatic configuration of drivers, since these directly affect physical phenomena such as the length of a network cable [34] or the distance between two Wi-Fi points (i.e. the capacity of the i.w command , to manage the state and the energy used during the data transmission [35] ). Thereby, the best way to manage energy at network level is by: (a) scheduling the amount of data transmitted [36] [37] [38] [39] (b) making improvements on the network topology [40] [39] [41] and (c) improving communication paths [42] [43] , even taking into account battery states of each node [17] .
As we described in our previous middleware [15] , we worked on a topology in which load balancing does not work in a centralized way. This characteristic makes it difficult for us to make improvements in terms of communication paths or topological hierarchies; but it does allow us to focus on the amount of information sent (for us, microservice size and amount of data it sends/receives) and on the transmission protocols when the middleware moves/replies to a microservice.
In Table II , we show the microservices that we consider candidates (Cand.) to be moved, duplicated or eventually also move their data; taking into account its characteristics that we consider most influential at the moment of performing these load balancing operations. These characteristics are: (a) if the microservice is persistent or not (b) if it is heavy at ram level (c) if it causes high network transfer (d) if it communicates with other microservices on the same device: communications between them they will be done through the network if the microservice is moved and (e) if the microservice is related to a large database: Since this could allow moving the microservice with its database if possible.
All this information should be understood as a set of abstract "rules" that our middleware must follow in order to apply a planning algorithm, in which the terms: large, short, small, high and low should be understood according to the properties of the device and thresholds that in future work we will study. For example, there is a microservice that occupies 500kb, fulfills permanent functions (like a daemon) and saturates more than 90% of the bandwidth of the device, our middleware will try to move it, as the first operation, to another device that does not depend on the battery or has a better type of network On the other hand, if a microservice occupies 1Gb, it does not saturate the network, and the process will end when it has fulfilled its mission (like the calculation of movement in a game), then our middleware will avoid operating with this microservice. On the other hand, if a microservice occupies 1Gb, it does not saturate the network, and the process will end when it has fulfilled its mission (like the calculation of movement in a game), then our middleware will avoid operating with this microservice.
It is important to note that the high or low criteria expressed in the table will be established according to the device in our next work, since it will depend on the criteria analyzed by a scheduling algorithm.
In the next section, we will analyze the opportunities given by storage devices. Finally we will propose an analysis of all the hardware in general so that our middleware can operate.
V. THE HARD DISK ANALYSIS
Some hard drives also offer the ability to save energy by changing their working status [44] . For this reason there are some researchers that study the relationship between the I / O requirements and the opportunity to keep the hard drive in a suspended state [11] , even in the context of virtual machines [45] .
For us, this feature represents an opportunity in cases where a disk node can be seen as underutilized. In this particular case, for example, our middleware could help free the device from I / O processes.
Condition
Action if Hdd requirements of Application Microservice == total load of hard disk now Candidate to move Table III shows the only relation useful for us. That is, to move microservices when they are the only reason why a hard disk is still in an active mode.
Finally, in the next section, we will explain the architecture of Kaligreen V2. Our middleware that will apply planning algorithms based on the hardware's energy opportunities.
VI. KALIGREEN V.2 ARCHITECTURE
Kaligreen [15] is a middleware that applies an iterative and negotiation-based scheduling algorithm in a non-centralized way. That is, each user device belonging to a network, can exchange microservices with its neighbors to balance the processing and transmission load in a collaborative way. Figure 2 represents an example of the context in which Kaligreen works. Each device Dev, in an undesirable energy situation (i.e. underloading or overloading of a certain hardware component or low remaining battery like the smartphone of the figure 2) , builds a metadata vector called vector, representing the CPU, network (use of the card + microservice dependencies) and disk consumption of the microservice that is energetically problematic (In case of the figure 2, M S1 is the most expensive in terms of energy, because it uses more of the CPU, NET and HDD than the other microservices), which we call M S P . Then, Dev uses a special microservice called monitor to send vector to all visible devices in the network. Each of these devices will analyze vector and decide if they can process M S P in a better energetic condition. After that, they return to Dev a processing offer, using the same kind of vector as vector, exposing its own components load situation. Finally Dev decides to move M S P to the candidate that it considers has the best energetic conditions to process it.
In this article, we improve Kaligreen to create its new version 2.0. It has a better level of analysis to determine if a microservice really provokes an energetically problematic condition. We argue that in any environment and at any level where scheduling algorithms are applied, all hardware components should be analyzed in terms of their capabilities and energetic repercussions in order to move (releasing processing load) or duplicate (allowing to distribute the load of an operation in different devices to free transfer rate or use of cpu) a microservice.
For example, if a microservice is launched and causes the CPU to activate its overlocking capability, Kaligreen V.2. will not move or duplicate it if it has a short lifetime (as seen in Table I ). On the contrary, if the microservice will be executed permanently (like a demon), Kaligreen V.2. will move it to another device as long as the new energetic conditions are really better (i.e. after analyzing the new CPU, RAM and network repercussions).
The architecture of Kaligreen V2, then, consists of a set of user devices connected together. Each device Dev will have a special microservice called monitor, which evaluates the energy status of each hardware components (i.e. CPU, disk and network) every certain amount of time T . monitor detects undesirable energy situations such as: (1) With Algorithm 1, Kaligreen V.2. filters the microservices that are energy costly at the CPU level (considering their internal properties, such as Boosting) and that have ideal characteristics (i.e. CPU consumption and persistence condition) to be moved or duplicated, obtaining the L CP U list. Then, our middleware does the same analysis but at the hard disk level, considering the load generated on disk and its ability to save energy through the suspended state, obtaining the L DISK list. Finally, Kaligreen V.2. analyze the microservices, based on network availability and repercussions (i.e. size of the microservice, dependency links, use of the network card and persistence condition), obtaining the L N ET W ORK list. As a result, we have three non-disjoint sets of microservices ideal to be moved or duplicated to reduce energy consumption. We consider that the filtering is useful to avoid that a future planning algorithm increases its analysis complexity and lose its efficiency without obtaining significantly better results.
After the operations described, Kaligreen V2, through the monitor, is able to sort the lists of microservice candidates of each device according to all possible comparison criteria. [8] (i.e. in an additive model way); but instead of taking the cycles as a unit of measure, we will use the measurement units visible from the point of view of a middleware that analyze a particular software entity consumption:
Where:
• T = Time in seconds • N =Network transfer rate generated by internal microservice operations (in Kb/s).
externals = transfer rate generated by the communication with the linked microservices installed in devices differents to Dev. -F (N ) = Function to measure the network consumption in joules/bit unit of measurement [46] [47] [48] .
• D=Disk I/O transfer rate in Mb/s. -F (D) = Function to measure the disk consumption in joules [48] .
• C=Microservice CPU requirements in Ghz.
-F (C) = Function to measure the CPU consumption in joules [48] . Formula 1 calculates the energy consumption generated by a microservice M in a device Dev at a certain moment, taking into account the load that it generates in terms of each of Dev hardware components. It is important to note that in a distributed application, its microservices can be installed in different devices in a certain time . This causes that when these microservices communicate between them, the involved devices network load is increased. This is the reason why we consider the value of externals in the formula. This diversity of points of view (i.e. orders criteria), will allow to execute any type of scheduling algorithm as appropriate. Kaligreen V2 will be able to select in a dynamic way, through the monitor, one or a set of microservices installed in a Device Dev, for example, (a) The microservice(s) that consumes more energy in terms of CPU (b) The microservice(s) that consumes less energy in terms of CPU (c) The third microservice that consumes more energy globally, etc. Then the monitor in Dev, will build a metadata Matrix (before: a vector for only one microservice metadata, in Kaligreen V.1.0), which will be ready to be sent intelligently. Finally, the devices that receive this matrix will be able to analyze several microservices in the best way taking into account the hardware components involved.
Thus, for each device, a future planning algorithm will have the ability to select the ideal microservice (among several represented in the matrix) and move or replicate it. For this reason, in our current work, we are developing a planning algorithm using this architecture, which is based on graph theory and some heuristics similar to those of the SRTF or those of the SJF. This algorithm will be the reason for our next article.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In the present article, we present an evolution of Kaligreen's architecture called Kaligreen V2. It consists of a set of user devices connected together using a special monitoring microservice called monitor, to generate awareness of the capacities of the hardware components (i.e. CPU, network and hard disk) of each device. The monitor studies the correlation of the characteristics of each microservice running on a device and the energy opportunities of its hardware components, in order to filter only those microservices that are candidates to be moved (release processing load directly) or duplicates ( delegate part of the load to another device) by our middleware. Kaligreen V.2. does this filtering by generating 3 sorted groups: The candidate microservices from the point of view CPU, network and hard disk.
This architecture will allow the implementation of any scheduling algorithm based on decentralized negotiations, with awareness of the particular energy opportunities of each hardware component. Our next work will focus on the development of this point.
